
family discovery guide
A Chinese garden is full of interesting things to discover. Can you find these summer favorites? Good luck! 

A chiwen has the head of a dragon and body of a 
fish.  Look up; two of them decorate a rooftop.

It is the Year of the Monkey. Can you find this 
monkey hanging in a tree? 

(Hint: Stand on the end of the terrace and look behind you!)
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Lanterns with red tassels are hung all around 
the garden. Find the lanterns decorated with 

paintings of fish.

Chinese poems are an important part of the garden. 
Find this two line poem. (Hint: the background is white 
and the characters are blue.) 西  this character means the 

direction west and 東 means east. 
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Big fish (koi) and little fish (goldfish) live in Lake 
Zither. Can you find a fish? Look carefully because 

sometimes they hide!

Look hard to find this plant called a mayapple 
with its large lush green leaves.

Another plant with a large leaf is the banana 
plant. There are several banana plants in the 

garden. This one you can view through a window.

What else is in the lake? Can you find a small 
boat that once used to collect lotus plants that live 
in water? Lotus plants will come to the garden in 

mid-summer.



Look for this beautiful carving of a dragon boat. 
Dragon boat races are popular in China and in 

Portland.

The garden has a big waterfall and a little one. 
Find this little one. Listen to the relaxing sound of 

the water bubbling.

Find this wooden panel with a lotus flower. 
See both the flower in bloom and the flower 
when the petals have fallen. All that remains 
is the center that looks much like a shower 
head. Lotus will come to the lake in mid-

summer. 

Roof lines of buildings turn up to the sky. 
Sometimes they remind people of bird tails. 



This plant has big leaves shaped like paddles. It is 
called Rhododendron sinogrande, a big name too.

Find these shadow puppets which are 
characters in a Chinese opera. The large 

puppet is a warrior, what do you think the 
others are? 

Here is a scene from a Chinese opera. Notice 
their wonderful costumes and that some actors 

wear masks. 

Chinese people have invented many things 
including chopsticks and probably noodles 

too. Summertime is a good time to eat 
noodles and so are winter, spring and fall! 


